
 
May 4, 2017 
 
Joe Chrisman, State Auditor 
Legislative Audit Bureau 
22 East Mifflin St., Suite 500 
Madison, WI 53703 
 
 
Dear Mr. Chrisman: 
 
On behalf of all Wisconsin Veterans, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Legislative 
Audit Bureau’s evaluation of the revenues, expenditures, and capital projects related to the Wisconsin 
Veterans Home at King, representing the first phase of the more comprehensive assessment of 
King’s operations and performance.  We strive to be honest, forthright, and transparent in all that we 
do, and your report enables us to continue making necessary improvements as well as re-affirm areas 
of success.         
 
In my short tenure as Secretary, I have learned that the four licensed skilled nursing facilities making 
up the Wisconsin Veterans Home at King, the largest skilled nursing home campus in the state, 
exceed local, state, and national averages in almost all measured areas to include the key components 
of quality of care, survey citations, and employee retention.  Most importantly, regarding quality of 
care, King’s federal rating of 4.75 out of 5 stars far outpaces the state and national averages of 3.5 and 
3.2 stars, respectively.  This success is a tribute to the dedicated workforce at King.  
 
The staff at King cares for Veterans, many at the end of life, in the highly-regulated environment that 
is a state Veterans home.  The success indicated by industry measurements speaks proudly to our 
achievement compared to others in the industry. 
 
While much of our success is a tribute to the dedicated workforce at King, I readily acknowledge a 
need for improvement. Our comprehensive 2040 strategic planning process, begun in February 2017, 
has already identified many of the report’s concerns.  I look forward to completing this long-term 
strategic plan in the coming months.  We believe a plan that looks well beyond LAB’s suggested 10 
years is critical to successfully meeting the evolving needs of Veterans in the future. 
 
After careful review, the WDVA concurs with the LAB’s recommendations and, in some cases, will 
exceed them in execution.  I would like to briefly comment on some issues discussed in the report: 
 
Future Use of Cash Balance 
WDVA agrees with the LAB recommendation to identify an “appropriate” cash reserve at King.  
However, WDVA will include all state Veterans homes in this cash reserve.  Likewise, WDVA will 
develop a plan for the use of the funds within the cash reserve (Institutional Operations) account. As 
noted in the report, the current plan for the account includes funding for statewide Veterans 
programs, benefits and services.  
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Capital Projects 
The timely completion of maintenance and improvement projects is critical to maintaining a safe 
environment that promotes a high quality of life for our residents and our workforce. WDVA will 
develop a more comprehensive and “systematic process” for identifying capital needs/projects not 
only at King but at WDVA facilities statewide.   
 
We share the concern regarding the flooring project that was initiated in the 2005-2007 budget. As 
good stewards of state resources, King staff responsibly employed other measures to adequately 
mitigate the carpet damage. After these mitigation measures were no longer adequate, WDVA 
requested and DOA approved the flooring project again in September 2012 and it was completed in 
November 2013.  While the report identified this isolated example from several biennia past, it is 
important to note that from 2005 through 2016 the department allocated over $118 million for 
capital projects at King.  Department staff works every day to ensure delays of projects do not occur. 
 
We also acknowledge the need for long-term planning.  As noted in the report, the King Veterans 
Home already prepares the required six-year facilities plan and we have also completed a twenty-year 
master plan for King, last updated in 2014. Further, as I previously mentioned, we have already 
initiated a long-term 2040 strategic planning process for all of WDVA to include our homes – of 
which an integral part is the proposed 24-hour skilled nursing care facility in Dane County.  This 
long-term strategic plan exceeds LAB recommendations.   
 
I would again thank you and your team for your thorough examination of King’s revenues, 
expenditures, and capital projects. This audit is an opportunity to improve our financial and planning 
practices, and in turn our service to Veterans and their families. Your analysis is a valuable tool for 
the Department. It is our obligation to not only ensure that all Veterans and their families have access 
to the critical programs, benefits and services they have earned, but also to do so in a responsible and 
transparent manner. Your analysis will help us to achieve these ends. 
 
I look forward to providing a full report on your recommendations to the Joint Legislative Audit 
Committee on or before September 1, 2017.   
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Daniel J. Zimmerman 
Secretary 
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